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Let’s get your content to work and start making money online!Unlock The Power of Your

Content on Social Media. Sell Any Product And Services With Ease Using Social Media. Get

Your Content to Make Money For You.Am sure the situations below sound familiar?You have

heard CONTENT IS KING, but you really don’t know howYou think about how people make

money from social media posts and don’t seem to get it.You NEVER know what that of content

to createOn most days you struggle to come up with post ideas and haven’t and you have no

idea what you will post tomorrow, the after tomorrow…. You're always feeling overwhelmed to

catch up with posting schedules.Your CONTENT does not generate any attentionYou post

often and even though your content feels cool and interesting, nobody seems to be paying

attention. You don’t get likes, comments or shares.Your social media posts doesn’t lead to

sales of your products or servicesNobody is buying your products or services on your social

media pages. You’re not sure how to create content to promote your products or services.If any

of the above is truly familiar, then “Social Media Content to Cash” Guide will help you generate

100s of social media posts ideas. Not just that, it will show you HOW TO MAKE MONEY

FROM YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS.You see the basic secret to making money whether that

is offline or online is to offer value. To solve problems that people have.People do not buy

THINGS; they buy the VALUE (SOLUTION) that the things offer.'�You buy an iphone, it’s

because it solves a problem. Maybe it’s a communication problem, or the problem of capturing

and keeping memories alive. Otherwise, we will still be using a Nokia 3310 today.'�People buy

clothes not just for covering nakedness, but also for prestige, class, etc.You must understand

this concept if you want to make money with your social media content.The thing is if you can

offer massive amount of VALUE (SOLUTION) to a huge number of people, you are sure to

make it online.So, whatever you are selling online (products or services) think of it as a VALUE

provider, a SOLUTION provider. Knowing this will help you understand the concept of

CONTENT 2 CASH.People go online for one and one reason alone - CONTENT.If you have

anything to sell online, you must have the ability to create compelling content that pulls in

customers and sales. Getting paid for creating quality content should be one of your goals

online.I guess you already know that, but the HOW is the hard part. And that is what this book

is all about.This guide is designed to help you achieve just that: make money from your content

online.Here is a sneak peek into what you’ll find inside this guide:Learn how to easily create

content to postDiscover how to INSTANTLY come up with content ideasHow to legally 'steal'

and use other people's contentDiscover 3 types of content you must be posting to make money

on social mediaDiscover how to never stress your head again to create content See how the

Pros get their users excited and create UNLIMITED ENGAGEMENT on their postsLearn the

secrets to get more eyeballs on your contentLearn the best time to post so that more people

can see your posts (this is GOLD!)Discover the tools that the Pros use to easily create

contentLearn how to create content that sellsSounds interesting?Then scroll to the top and

click or tap "Buy Now".

From the AuthorI wish you the very best as you read and apply what you learn!About the

AuthorEntrepreneur | Public Speaker | Business Coach | AuthorEduzobe Jahswill Udogbo

(StartUP Jahswill) is a trained Physicist with a passion for building and growing small

businesses.He is the CEO of StartUP Crest, a company he formed to help young people start



and grow small businesses.He is also the CEO of LabHub Medical Laboratories and

Diagnostics and the founding Managing Partner/General Manager of Karone Photo World Ltd,

both very successful startups.In 2009 he setup his first registered company, SwiftTech

Integrated Solutions Ltd with the aim of providing alternative power supply to residents of the

satellite towns around the Nigerian capital territory, Abuja.Although that venture turned out to

be a total failure, Jahswill learned valuable lessons that have helped him to start and grow

other businesses with varied degrees of success.His number one desire is to help as many

young people as possible to discover their entrepreneurial skills and use this to start and grow

businesses that will provide employment and livelihood. His mission is simple: help young

people transition from frustrated job seekers and disillusioned startups to successful

entrepreneurs.He promotes financial education that helps young people understand the career

options available to them as a means of creating wealth as opposed to the old one-way

thinking of "Go to School, get a good job and live comfortably ever after"!Jahswill appreciates

that while university/college education might be a necessity in some chosen careers, it is just

one of the options and not the surest path to creating wealth. That is why he advocates

learning business and financial skills that gives the best and surest path to wealth creation.He

spends most of his time developing content for his various educational platforms especially his

blog where he provides valuable resources for startups.He is happily married and blessed with

a beautiful daughter and a handsome son.
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ReservedNo part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any forms

or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical means

without the written express permission of the copyright holder.This book is part of the
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JahswillCopyright 2020 by Eduzobe Jahswill.All Rights ReservedNo part of this publication may

be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any forms or by any means, including
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+2348033867541%Æ%Æ%ÆIntroductionFor those of you who don't know me, my name is StartUP

Jahswill. I'm a small business expert and Digital Marketer. I am not a guru. I'm just like you. I

have businesses that run online and offline.Over the past 12 years, I have started over 10

businesses with varying degrees of success. I have written several books, one of them is

published on Ebook Tops. I have also helped many business owners to start and grow their

businesses as part of my consulting business.In my personal experience as a business person

and with many businesses that I have worked with, I have noticed that leveraging the internet is

a great way to easily grow your business. However, many business owners don't know how to

successfully take a business online.That is why I created the Facebook group "Take Your

Business Online". The goal is to take 1,000 businesses online by end of year 2020. If you are

not a member of that group, you should join it. Here is the link to join the "Take Your Busines

Online" Facebook group ).From the feedback I have received so far, it has been an amazing

success journey. Still, I have also noticed that many who sell online struggle with the number

one thing that drives sales and grow your business online - CONTENT!You see the basic

secret to making money whether that is offline or online is to offer value. To solve problems that

people have.People do not buy THINGS; they buy the VALUE (SOLUTION) that the things

offer.You buy a phone, it’s because it solves a problem. Maybe it’s a communication problem,

or the problem of capturing and keeping memories alive. Otherwise, we will still be using a

Nokia 3310 today.People buy clothes not just for covering nakedness, but also for prestige,

class, etc.You must understand this concept if you want to make money.The thing is if you can

offer massive amount of VALUE (SOLUTION) to a huge number of people, you are sure to

make it online.So, whatever you are selling online (products or services) think of it as a VALUE

provider, a SOLUTION provider. Knowing this will help you understand the concept of

CONTENT 2 CASH.
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